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Abstract
This paper describes real user assessment of NativeAccent™, a pronunciation tutor using automatic speech recognition that is a commercial product. It describes the product and discusses the issues involved in assessments of real users in real situations, such as assessments based on the customer’s own criteria instead of more academic measures, and the variations in the customers’ measures. Results in one study show that subjects who used NativeAccent™ did more than twice as well as the control group while both groups had human instruction. The implications of these results are discussed in light of other measures and real world considerations.
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1. Introduction
In the past decade algorithms that detect errors in non-native pronunciation have gone from the design stage to being part of a real tutoring system [1] [2] [3]. The wealth of work on error detection has led to higher precision compared to previous attempts which could at best detect that there was an error in a word, but could not point out where that error occurred. Developed first for English as a second language, these types of algorithms have been shown to be usable for other languages as well [4] [5].

While one could be interested in algorithmic development alone, there is much that lies beyond error detection, to make these algorithms really useful for a language tutoring system, and for research on learning. Many of those who have worked on the algorithms have made this transition. This has brought the state of the art from the simple algorithm to the demonstration of feasibility. Using a system that relies heavily on error detection, researchers can explore how an interface interacts with students and can give an idea of the materials it can teach.[6]. While some have already shown success [7] [8] [9] [10], one study has expressed reserved caution about the validity of the use of error detection for learning [5]. This work marks a move of one branch of automatic speech processing research from the laboratory to the real world. Another branch making this move is the work done on automatic assessment of non-native speech [10] [11] [12].

Yet, bringing a system from proof-of-concept to useful product is a complicated task, expensive and labor-intensive. The software must also be appealing. All of these issues are not high on the average academic language technology researcher’s agenda. Thus, many of the systems based on pronunciation error detection have so far remained in the laboratory. One of the exceptions is the work of Akahane-Yamada [13]. It has become a complete pronunciation training system for Japanese speakers who want to speak English and has been commercialized by ATR in Japan. NativeAccent by Carnegie Speech and, for assessment, PhonePass by Ordinate are other exceptions. With its origins in research at Carnegie Mellon [1], the Fluency project was spun off into a company, Carnegie Speech, in 2001 [14]. At present, there are users of NativeAccent in several branches of industry on several continents. Since, up to now, the product has been sold to companies for their employees rather than to individual end users, the companies/clients are the ones who test the efficacy of the product in order to determine if their employees are showing real improvement in their spoken English as used in their jobs. Results of some of these tests are given in below.

2. Background
To go from automatically detecting pronunciation errors to tutoring students in the pronunciation of a target language, some of components that need to be developed are: leveled corrective feedback information; a full curriculum; a student model; a strategy on how to proceed through the curriculum for different learners (fast and slow, for example); a reporting mechanism for the teacher (to follow individual and grouped student progress). NativeAccent™ has been endowed with these features as well as other less essential ones that were requested by customers.

Figure 1 Main screen of NativeAccent showing feedback
Since the place where an error has occurred in the string of target sounds (for example, in a sentence) and the exact incorrect target sound (for example, a TH) is known, it is possible to offer specific corrective information to the student. It can be argued that self-discovery would be an alternative and valid method of learning here (“listen to what you said and find your own errors”). Yet without training on how to listen discriminatively, the task is extremely difficult and errorful for the student. Training in self-discovery requires that the student have enough time to devote to learning both pronunciation and the basics in discriminative listening for the target language. This is not always possible in the real world. The ATR [13] system may offer hope in this direction; it has shown that training on listening alone can translate into gains in pronunciation for some students. NativeAccent on the other hand uses immediate corrective articulatory help for each type of phonetic or prosodic error that the student may make, as seen in Figure 1. Recent work has shown that at least some explicit instruction is more effective than implicit instruction alone [15] and so Native Accent’s strategy can furnish the explicit training. By calling attention to the precise item that is incorrect and giving several forms of targeted specific instructions immediately (while the student still remembers how they produced the erroneous sound), the system increases the probability that: 1) the student will find helpful information (one form of feedback will perhaps mesh more than another with a student’s style of learning), and 2) the student will know exactly what was pronounced incorrectly, and thus maximize the chances of success. Corrective help in NativeAccent is language-specific and presently covers 28 different native languages and includes an “other” category.

Endowed with a very flexible curriculum, NativeAccent goes beyond the one-size-fits-all solution. It is adaptable to the variable needs of the clients/employers. The end measure is whether students, who usually need to speak English clearly in their job, can achieve better job performance after NativeAccent training. Thus, unlike other assessments of language learning software, the measure used to assess NativeAccent here is not created by the authors of the software, or by some academic domain standard, but by the individual clients. Their judgment becomes the gold standard, and that standard changes from client to client. The numbers of users at any one site may vary considerably, so expected sample size is sometimes sufficient to conclude statistical significance, but many times it is not. Since a comparison across sites is not possible due to the change in criteria, while they do reflect real world use, most of the client results can only be used reveal a trend in the data.

3. Experimental setup

In this section we will describe one assessment of NativeAccent that took place in a company in India. The goal of the assessment was to show that employees trained with NativeAccent perform better, according to their employer’s criteria, than employees who did not use NativeAccent.

There were 43 subjects, 25 in the test group and 18 in the control, divided into groups randomly according to overall company pretest scores. All of the subjects were recent university graduates in their first real job and all had passed the company’s entrance assessment. Both groups had training with the company’s usual teacher during this time. The assessment was conducted over a three week period. The test group had a total of 20 hours of NativeAccent training time in addition to time with the teacher. The control subjects did not have any additional training. Although it could be argued that time on task may account for any differences, it should be noted that the students were still performing their jobs, which entail using American English when they were not training.

As mentioned above, for clients whose employees have a very limited amount of training time, Carnegie Speech generates a mini-curriculum that includes a mixture of phonetic and prosodic pronunciation training. For this test, 20-hour mini-curricula for each of several native Indian languages were used. All of the subjects were pretested on the phones in English. The
pretest, which was furnished by Carnegie Speech, automatically examines a speaker’s phone production of every sound in English. Phones were ranked for overall scores from worst to best (for example, the combined scores of all 43 subjects could have been the lowest on IH as in “hit”). The test subjects worked on 4 phones per day, some days concentrating on the worst scoring phones and on alternate days, the best scoring ones. Prosody exercises were interleaved according to their usual order in NativeAccent.

At the end of the training period, both the test and control subjects were post tested via individual face-to-face interview, the company’s usual assessment of their employees’ fluency in English. It comprises many areas of company performance such as typing. The area we are interested in is “accent training”. As mentioned above, a Carnegie Speech assessment was used as a pretest to determine the order of the phones to learn and the client company also gave each student a pretest with a live interviewer. The interviewer assessed performance based on a 5-point scale in several areas including pronunciation and degree of accent. A final composite score was obtained, ranking each criterion evenly. Thus, unlike academic assessment procedures, the pretest and posttest measures are not the same due to the client’s request. But the goal here is to make more employees competent in the use of English in their jobs. Thus rather than measuring how much has been learned, we examine how much more competent the employees have become.

### 4. Results

The client company’s pretest shows that, at the outset, the control group was stronger overall than the test group. On a 5-point scale (1 is worst, 5 is best), the control group scored higher in all categories. Those results are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Accent</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Average pretest scores for control and test groups on client company-internal test.

Results on the client company’s posttest show the test group improved more on the accent training assessment part of the test and passed the course (was judged to be capable of using English in their jobs) at a rate of 68% as opposed to 33% for the test group, who were stronger at the outset. Other individual skills that were tested, such as typing, did not show as great a difference in results between the two groups. This seems to indicate that adding NativeAccent to the curriculum to complement classroom work boosts the success rate. Even though the test group had more room for improvement, both groups performed relatively poorly on the pretest for accent and had ample opportunity to improve during training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>% Increase in Accent Score</th>
<th>Course pass rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>76.00%</td>
<td>68.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>44.44%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Posttest pass rates for control and test groups on client company’s internal test: accent training is only one of several criteria.

### 5. Discussion of results

Results from the above test show that a tutoring system based on automatic detection of pronunciation errors does help users in the real world. Yet these results leave room for much discussion.

First, the number of subjects was relatively small. While this is true for this one test, it should be noted that the company is constantly hiring new employees and training them, so if the test is carried out for new groups of incoming employees, we should see more statistically significant results.

Second, the interviews had some different scoring on for the pre and posttests, but the “accent training” scoring was the same. Basically, the pretraining test determines how well the employee speaks at that point (and thus how willing the company will be to expend time and money to train this subject) and that posttest determines how well the employee is now able to handle their work. We also note that if we are able to increase the abilities of a group that was weaker at the outset, then NativeAccent seems to be useful for students at a variety of levels and not just for those who already have a good command of the language.

Linked to this concern, it has been noted in general, across companies, that the pretest pass rates for groups of new employees over time has decreased. Companies have a very high rate of employee turnover and are thus constantly hiring and training new employees. As they move through more and more people, they are obliged to hire less and less well-trained candidates. Thus our results imply that NativeAccent may be capable of dealing with students who are less well-prepared.

There is also the issue of tests being specific to each client. Having the flexibility to perform well on a wide range of client criteria is important for acceptance and use. To provide contrast to the above study, the following is another study, carried out in a company in Latin America. In this company there were two groups of employees, each at a different site. For each group, the managers designated 20 employees who they felt needed to improve their English to perform better in their jobs. Each group of 20 was given the NativeAccent pretest that initializes the settings of the student model. The 10 employees in each group who had the lowest overall scores on the pretest were retained for this test. Each set of 10 subjects was then divided into two groups of 5 persons each so that there was a balance in proficiency between the two groups (according to our pretest). One group of 5 at each site used NativeAccent and the other group used another product commonly used in large companies for English training. Each of the four groups (5+5 at each site) used their designated software for a total of 13 hours. The subjects using NativeAccent were trained on 16-20 of the most difficult sounds as well as on prosody. It should be noted that not all of the subjects used the software as they were instructed.
Finally everyone took the NativeAccent pretest again as a posttest.

Here we have a comparable pre and post test, but small numbers of subjects. Results here show that, for site R, 100% of the subjects using NativeAccent showed improved posttest scores while 80% of the subjects using the other software showed a decrease in performance on the posttest. For the other site, E, the subjects complied with instructions less than at site R. They only sat through training from 4 – 9 hours, not the 13 requested from them. In this case, subjects trained on NativeAccent improved by an average of 75% on the posttest while the subjects using the other software showed no significant change between pre and post test. We should note that using the NativeAccent assessment scheme does bias the results toward NativeAccent. However, the performance of the group using the other product certainly should not have decreased, even in light of this bias.

6. Conclusions

We have shown that, using criteria that differ amongst sites, but that correspond to real world needs, NativeAccent has been shown to help improve employee speaking performance. We can see that spending more time on pronunciation training definitely results in better language learning. NativeAccent is one tool that can achieve this.

These results are encouraging. As more tests are carried out (and as Carnegie Speech obtains permission to cite their results), it will be possible to form a more complete picture of the effectiveness of NativeAccent. We will be able to map its success across continents and across the domains that client companies do business in.

This paper also shows how difficult it is to obtain meaningful results in the real world. Many companies do not want results made public, many test in ways that satisfy their own needs, but do not correspond to the manner in which systems are assessed in academia. One way to deal with this issue would be to have a group of paid subjects, who are not employed by any specific company, come to Carnegie Speech to assess the effects of training with NativeAccent. Although this might furnish a clearer measure of learning, most companies would not use this result as a measure of effectiveness since the only convincing results for them are tests in the real world with real subjects – their own employees. This appears to be typical of the general education arena and is something that those who produce CALL software will have to deal with in the future.
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